FORDLOGAN WOVEN WIRE PARTITIONS, STORAGE LOCKERS, INFILL PANELS, & WINDOW GUARDS

TRUE AMERICAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

Ask About Our Quick Ship Program
Since 1876 with the conception of Logan Wire, FordLogan has a rich tradition of being recognized as the industry standard. Because of this recognition, FordLogan is accepted in most architectural specifications calling for wire mesh guarding.

FordLogan uses our exclusive UNI-MESH design maintaining a 1-1/2” diamond mesh shape consistently throughout the entire panel and caging systems.

Because of this UNI-MESH design, FordLogan consistently meets the woven wire design specifications for a continuous 1-1/2” diamond mesh. Many manufacturer’s do not meet this standard. FordLogan has no large gaps at the top, bottom, corners, or at the sides of the panels.

As a well-known wire mesh partition solution, FordLogan also includes applications such as window guards and railing infill panels found in a wide array of businesses, schools, parking garages, stadiums, or anywhere infill guarding and protection is needed.

Finish
Three stage wash with a factory applied powder coat in a stocked SpaceGuard Grey, with options of Black, Orange, Green, Blue, Yellow, Red or custom match color for nominal upcharge.
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